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Southwest Light Rail: Green Line Updates
Alison Donohue, Duke Realty
The Southwest LRT project is well underway, with a full schedule
of activity slated for 2020. For construction updates and detailed
schedules by corridor city, visit the Metropolitan Council's website.
Our March General Meeting:
As with any massive endeavor, the much-hearalded Southwest
Light Rail Transit extension from Minneapolis to Eden Prairie is
chugging along. Issues of overall cost and funding, specific routes,
timing to completion and economic impact are still being
streamlined. And this is far from the end of the line. What
indications for future rail projects are on the horizon? Join us at
our next General Meeting on Wednesday, March 18th to hear from
Minneapolis Regional Chamber of Commerce President/CEO
Jonathan Weinhagen and Metropolitan Council Community
Outreach Coordinator David Davies for more information!

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT:

701 CARLSON: CORPORATE FACILITY TO MULTI-TENANT
OFFICE TOWER

Brenda Grams, CBRE

Built in 1989, 701 Carlson was constructed for Carlson to
serve as their corporate headquarters. The building is
considered one of Minnesota's most iconic office towers,
spanning 15 stories and totaling 288,500 square feet. The
headquarters' campus rests on seven acres of beautifully
landscaped grounds in a highly desired Minnetonka
location. In 2016, Carlson sold the Radisson Hotel Group,
who remains a tenant in the building. Carlson hired JLL as a
consultant and leasing agency in 2017 to develop a strategy
to reposition the building as a best-in-class multi-tenant
offering in the Twin Cities.

As an owner and occupier since 1989, Carlson wanted to
ensure the renovations would make a lasting impact on
those who work at and visit the building. To accomplish
this, Carlson focused on five core elements. prestige,
wellness, efficiency, amenities, and an overall enjoyable
work environment. As a result of this work, 701 Carlson is
now a best-in-class asset that delivers value as a
meaningful place to conduct business where employers
can expect higher employee and client satisfaction. With
only three floors remaining for lease, the building is
projected to be stabilized late-2020.

The primary renovation challenge was determining the right
way to modernize the building while preserving its original
iconic high-finish elements. This offered an opportunity to
reinvent how Class A offices built in the 1980s and 1990s
can remain relevant for current and future office users.

Design Elements
RSP Architects joined the project to help implement the
bold vision that ownership had for the building. Since
wellness has become an increasingly top priority for
owners who wish to remain competitive in today's amenityrich office landscape, the Lakeside cafe and menu
offerings were fully revamped to ensure a seamless
experience for the growing number of employees dedicated
to healthy living. Additionally, the cafe's new design now
includes state-of-the-art self-checkout technology and a
full time Starbucks barista for coffee aficionados. The new
conference facility can not only accommodate meetings of
more than 100 people, but it also provides a revolutionary
board room for more than 16 people free of charge to save
tenants the expense of building the space out within their
space or renting it out to third party providers. (cont. on next
page)

The project had a strong starting point due to 701 Carlson's
superior foundation, maintenance management, highquality finishes and incredible position in the marketplace.
This provided JLL with the opportunity to focus on
improving the ultimate tenant experience. To accomplish
this, JLL focused on enhancing the space design cohesion
to encourage a live, work, play lifestyle. Furthermore, to
focus on interior design, amenity offerings and prestige to
ensure a 'home away from home' feel, ultimately increasing
productivity and talent retention.

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT (continued):
Planning
The intention was to create a space that attracts people
and bring them together. All the amenities have weaved
prestige, efficiency and wellness into the design to provide
a seamless mobile environment that fosters collaboration
and wellbeing. Starting with the desire to create an open,
engaging environment for 701 tenants and their clients,
existing walls were removed for the new lobby entrance.
Replaced with glass and a 701 Carlson branding wall, the
lobby now offers a modern appeal that embodies
functionality and design. Each element of the common
areas was thoughtfully designed from a purpose and utility
perspective. The newly renovated amenities are simple by
design to draw focus on the intuitive technology and
efficient functionalities. Taking cues from what today's
office Tenants desire, the new amenities include a gourmet
coffee bar, a state-of-the-art conferencing facility and full
fitness center, flexible workspaces and food hall
unmatched by anything in the suburban market.
Amenities
A new conferencing center - Comprised of two training
rooms separated by a mobile demising waling that can
host over 100 people for a wide range of events.
A new fitness center - State-of-the-art Precor crossfunctional equipment, locker room design and amenities,
complimentary towel service and a wide variety of
interactive online-led and instructor-led training and
group classes.
Alternative work (flexible) space - An important factor
was providing 701 Carlson tenants with a place to
conduct business outside their primary office space. This
was achieved creating over 15 break-out areas that
encourage coffee meetings, lunches and places to focus.
Cohesion - A natural flow of movement from the grand
entrance through the conference center, which is
highlighted by a new internal staircase that opens to the
new food hall and fitness center on the lake level.

Collaboration
Carlson hired JLL to assist in the leasing efforts for the
building and consultants as market experts to drive the
reposition. RSP Architects led design efforts with their
architectural expertise, drawing on local and national
design trends and elements to create a true one-of-akind asset that will continue to be a market leader for
decades to come. The construction was executed by
Gardner Builders. Together the group collaborated to
create a Class A asset that maintains its standing as a
market leader for decades to come. 701 Carlson has
always been an iconic skyline building in the Twin Cities
and is now a best-in-class office building for other
companies to also call their headquarters.

Air Vents in Wet Pipe Sprinkler Systems
Jim Oelhafen, LVC Companies, Inc.
Just as high blood pressure is a silent killer to humans, so
is trapped air to a wet pipe sprinkler system. I use this
analogy because corrosion silently creates costly
concerns over time in the form of corrosion.
Sprinkler corrosion presents itself in the form of pinhole
leaks, water damage, plugged sprinkler heads, reduced
hydraulic flow, and ultimately, a significantly decreased
useful system life. Often with little to no warning.
Two quick facts as we discuss the value of installing air
vents on wet pipe sprinkler systems: trapped air in wet
pipe fire sprinkler systems creates corrosion, and all wet
piped sprinkler systems trap air.
You have all seen the presence of corrosion's damaging
process. Think about the rust-colored marks on your
garage floor created by a long-handled tool leaning
against the wall, or the pattern left when the puddle under
your snowblower dries. These are very simple examples of
oxidation corrosion. Science proves, when oxygen,
moisture and metal are combined, corrosion will form.
Now let's take a look inside your sprinkler pipe. Have you
noticed that the water has an orange or black tint? You
guessed it. This too is the result of oxidation corrosion.
The orange color is produced by Hematite (Fe203), which
is a byproduct of the initial oxidation process. The orange
coloration caused by Hematite is noticed within the first
30 days. As time goes on, the second phase of oxidation
creates Magnetite (Fe304), which is responsible for
turning sprinkler water black. Magnetite will leave its mark
in about 90 days.
Let's apply that science with a specific and tangible
example. Every time a 1,000-gallon sprinkler system is
drained and filled, five pounds of metal is lost, and seven
pounds of Hematite is created.

With this fact, we have been inadvertently promoting the
corrosion process while performing routine sprinkler
system inspections or making tenant improvements.
Fortunately, for sprinkler pipe health, we have learned that
solving pipe corrosion is simple - eliminate oxygen and
you will reduce corrosion.
To address the concern, the 2016 version of NFPA 12 targeted for Minnesota adoption late March 2020 - will
prescribe a remedy by adding language requiring the
installation of at least one air vent per metallic wet pipe
sprinkler system. The vent will be installed at a high point
in the system to allow trapped air to escape.
So, moving forward, new sprinkler systems will be
equipped with at least one air vent per system. However,
please remember that the code provides minimum
requirements. Building design and layout may warrant
more than one vent per system located at strategic
highpoints to achieve the desired outcome.
Knowing a bit more about the cause and cure, it stands to
reason that installing air vents on existing sprinkler
systems would be wise. Wouldn't they share the same
benefits?
It's not often that something this simple has such a
significant impact on an industry wide problem. But in this
case, air vents provide a straightforward solution that has
provided increased longevity and decreased life cycle
costs of our sprinkler systems.

Considering Robotic/Automatic
Window Washing? What You Need to
Know...
Michael LeSage, Columbia Building Services
Robotic/Automatic window washing is highly effective
with certain types of building facades that have little or no
protrusions, curtainwalls that are flush from window to
window, and flat roofs without multi-tiered step levels. It is
possible to use robotic/automatic window washing
systems on buildings that do not fit that specification,
however there is additional rigging time between drops,
which is less efficient, and likely the robotic/automatic
window washing system will not thoroughly clean any
protrusions. Protrusions include, but are not limited to,
areas around signage, light fixtures, balconies, flag poles,
ledges, most overhangs, and cornices.
Additionally, these systems require agitation with a
rotating brush which generates more splatter and can
require more water. With many systems, there is a
required hose connection from the top of the building,
creating additional splatter which could affect pedestrians
and vehicles below the work site in downtown high-traffic
areas.
Mainly fully designed and engineered robotic/automatic
window washing systems are run via computer programs.
The engineer, property manager, or facilities manager onsite can easily program the window cleaning at specific
times of the year. The robotic/automatic system is most
successful when these systems are designed into the
base building construction and architectural design.

Pros:
Cleans thoroughly on curtainwalls that are
flush vertically, and horizontally, from window
to window.
Best used in suburban areas where there is
lawn and landscaping below work site, and
dirty water splatter will not affect pedestrians
or vehicles.
Faster and more economical, especially when
frequencies are increased.
Cons:
Excessive rigging time depending on width of
vertical drops (requires two people)
Splatter on building facade and below
worksite
More water required, possibly from rooftop
sources
Potential for less thorough cleaning
Less control of the end result of the window
cleaning in missed areas
System cannot perform visual building
inspections as required in most cases

Example B: This robotic system emulates hand
washing with robotic arms, offering the quality and
detail by a system that be achieved by hand
washing.

Example A: This automatic system
works well because there is a
continuous track around the parapet
at the top of the building. The
automatic system can traverse
horizontally and make vertical drops at
each location the width of the
machine. Note, hand cleaning will
need to be done around the signage
and excess water will drip below.

Example C: This design is the best system available.
It cleans in and around the edges and corners of the
entire window and is likely used as a fully
automated system. Vacuums and multiple
squeegee applicators thoroughly wash the glass
around the window frames.

Considering Robotic/Automatic
Window Washing? What You Need to
Know...Continued
Pros and Cons of Hand Washing
Method 1:
Using a controlled descent device (chair drops) with
handwashing, the window washer can relocate their drop
areas to avoid higher wind conditions that affect cleaning
on windy elevation sides of the building. This relocation
can be done with very little downtime as opposed to a
robotic/automatic system that requires more rigging time.
With the control descent device, the washing operation
can continue during inclement high wind (under 25 mph)
weather. This is also an effective means of washing to
prevent swaying horizontally when affected by wind.
Labor costs can be reduced when two individuals are
washing either on adjacent drops or opposite drops,
allowing for more square footage of glass to be cleaned
per hour. Automatic systems require two people to
operate the automatic system from the ground and on the
roof to re-rig the next drop zone, therefore only getting
half of the square footage completed. In contrast, hand
washing with a controlled descent chair work allows two
people to be both productively working.
Method 2:
Uses a temporary transportable and permanent swing
stage rigged system. Both temporary transportable and
permanent house rig systems are required by OSHA and
ANSI for high rise buildings over 300 feet. In most cases,
these swing stage systems are 15 to 40 feet wide, allowing
for a larger swath vertically when cleaning the building
from top to bottom. Also, hand washing windows is still
the preferred option for buildings that do not have the
robotic/automatic window washing designed in from the
initial construction, and buildings located in downtown
areas.
Although the safety systems and house rigs can be costly
up front, they can also be used for many facade
maintenance services, such as glazing, caulking, tuck
pointing, building inspections, sign maintenance, etc.
Hand washing windows also allows for more control of
the end result. If there is a hard-to-reach spot on a window
due to protrusions or raised mullions, a person will be able
to reach that far easier than the robotic/automatic system
will. In fact, many cases with the robotic/automatic
system, there will be a noticeable dirt gap around the
perimeter edge of the window that the machine is unable
to clean.

Pros:
Enhanced detailed cleaning on hard to reach
areas
Hand washing operators observe and inspect
deterioration and repairs such as cracked
windows, loose gaskets, loose or missing
mullion frames
Cons:
Safety of workers being exposed to fall
hazards
Surprising office workers with unsuspected
visual views of occupants
Can be more costly on square, flat glass
designed buildings
While the future of window cleaning points towards
robotics, the technology is not yet advanced to effectively
clean the windows on all types of buildings. Improvement
efforts are in process to manage hard-to-reach places and
to cut down on excessive rigging time for multi-tiered
buildings. Stay tuned as future technology unfolds!
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